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Together, they have taken on the greatest march ever made and come very near to great
success; never giving up, and never giving up on each other.This is the story of Robert Falcon
Scott's Terra Nova expedition to Antarctica and the memorable characters, who with a band of
shaggy ponies and savage dogs, follow a man they trust into the unknown.Battling storms at
sea, impenetrable pack ice, maneating whales, crevasses, blizzards, bad food, extreme
temperatures, and equal measures of hunger, agony and snow blindness, the team pushes on
against all odds.But will the weather hold? Will their rations be adequate? How will they know
when they get there? And who invited the Norwegians?Into the White will leave you on the edge
of your seat, hoping against hope that Scott and his men might survive their Antarctic ordeal to
tell the tale.
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NOTEWhile it would be historically accurate for Scott and his men to log their distances in miles,
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telling, from heroic beginning to tragic end.Robert Falcon Scott lost everything in March 1912 in
a tent on the Ross Ice Shelf. With his friends dead at his side, Scott reflected on his failed



mission to be first to reach the South Pole and his inability to lead a small group of men back to
safety. His own death was a matter of hours away, but his name would live on for more than a
hundred years.Most people hear the name Robert Falcon Scott and think of him in that tent on
the brink of death. Some consider him a fool, an arrogant and rigid Royal Navy captain who
believed in doing things a particular way even when hardship was the result. At the time he was
remembered as a tragic hero, a steadfast leader who faced his untimely end with the dignity of a
true English gentleman. Nowadays we appreciate Scott’s humanity, his curiosity and his
eagerness to learn from others.Scott can still fill a room today. People flock to photographic
exhibitions and to auction houses where odd remnants of his ill-fated Terra Nova expedition are
sold to the highest bidder. The story of Scott, of how he tried and died, is well known. But what of
the Terra Nova expedition itself? Who can tell you of the daring and adventurous men who sailed
south with Scott, their story of bravery, hardship, discovery and survival, and their love and
admiration for their leader? As it turns out, not many.This is the story of the Terra Nova
expedition and the memorable characters who, with a band of shaggy ponies and savage dogs,
followed a man they trusted into the unknown.CHAPTER ONESOUTHERN PACIFIC OCEAN –
DECEMBER 1910Herbert Ponting groans. It’s not easy developing photographs on board a ship
that is rolling up and down like a fairground ride. The ocean swell has been building in size for
several hours but it’s the added side-to-side motion that the photographer finds so difficult to
stomach. The photographic chemicals slosh about in the developing baths. Thankfully the small
table is bolted to the floorboards. Gripping the edge of it, Ponting steadies himself and squeezes
his eyes shut. Try as he might, he can’t block the fearful sound of the wind, howling through the
rigging. He wonders how the sails will ever hold to the ship’s masts. As keen as he is to continue
in his task, he has to stop. Cupping his hand over his mouth, Ponting fumbles for the basin.
Again, the stench of vomit fills the small cabin.What madness drove him to sign up for this
treacherous voyage to Antarctica? Ponting wishes himself back to New Zealand and the
sunshine of Port Chalmers, where crowds of well-wishers jostled on the jetty. It was such a
cheerful summer sight, with the flotilla of local boats bobbing about in the wake of the heavily
laden Terra Nova as she made her way along the coast. That was a mere two days ago. And now
this stomach-turning ordeal to endure.Up on deck, the men take turns to pause in their duties
and retch over the railing. They’ve long since emptied their guts but the seasickness gripping
them all refuses to pass. It would be easy to curl into a ball and focus on feeling awful. Instead
they follow their orders like good Royal Navy men without complaining – many of them have
seen worse.The sea is almost black. It heaves up and over the deck of the Terra Nova like an
enormous animal eager for its supper. The horizon disappears as the ship plunges between two
rollers. With the ship lurching up again, the men brace themselves for another wind-blown wave
to slam into their side. At least keeping watch, tending to the animals and hauling sails can be
done in the fresh air. The poor blighters shoveling coal in the engine room are sure to be
surrounded by a right pong.Down in the galley, the cook, Clissold, is preparing a meal that
nobody will want to eat. He’s feeling as ghastly as everybody else, and the smells of his own



cooking in the windowless space are almost unbearable.‘Why am I even bothering?’ he says
loudly to the pots and pans that clash together every time the ship grinds up a wave and down
the other side.After the years he’s spent at sea, Clissold still finds foul weather a trial. He feels
hemmed in below decks, where every available space is packed tight with provisions. Boxes of
biscuits and cans of meat and vegetables, a butter mountain, enough flour and sugar for an
army, 162 frozen mutton carcasses, two whole frozen cows. Then there’s all the other stuff
loading the poor ship down – the pre-fabricated hut for their camp on the ice, 462 tonnes of coal,
3 tonnes of ice, enough paraffin to burn for a year, and crates upon crates of delicate scientific
equipment. Clissold shakes his head when he thinks of everything that needs to stay afloat on
the ocean. If only he could see what’s happening outside, he might feel better. Or worse.Scott
peers out the porthole at the turbulent ocean. He misses his wife and son keenly, wondering why
he’s traded them for this mad caper. Kathleen. Little Peter. Dear little Peter, who will have to
celebrate two birthdays without his father. Scott knows that this sense of regret will pass. It did
last time. Three years he was gone. But how beautiful his wife looked upon his return.Thoughts
of home must wait; Scott has more pressing issues demanding his attention. His clothes are still
damp from the morning but he knows he’ll be heading back up on deck again before too long so
there’s little point in changing. Besides the conditions are sure to get worse. Already the ocean
looks confused, unsure of which way to turn. ‘Dirty weather,’ he mutters, squeezing into his
clammy boots.At sea since he was thirteen years old, Captain Scott can tell when something
serious is brewing – even in his sleep. It’s the heavy motion of the ship. He knows the Terra Nova
is overloaded. Sitting low in the water and with a storm gathering, the ship is not in the best
shape to ride out bad weather. He’s already spent several hours with the bosun, inspecting the
load on deck – among other things, there are nineteen ponies, thirty-three dogs, three motor
sledges, twenty-nine sledges, countless sacks of coal and cases of petrol. They’ve done what
they can to secure it all; now it’s up to nature to show them the worst of her character.Generally
speaking, Scott is pleased with how well the Terra Nova has scrubbed up. Up until a few months
ago, the wooden vessel was an old, dirty whaling ship that stank of blubber. But after a basic refit
that used a fair share of the expedition funds supplied by company sponsors, the British public
and the Royal Geographic Society, the ship is in good nick. Scott tries not to think of the leak.
They’ve never been able to fix it completely. Then again, the Terra Nova has already made it to
the ice and back, leak and all.Up on deck a dog lifts its bedraggled head and lets out a long,
anguished yowl. Wave after wave breaks across the side of the ship, swamping the Russian sled
dogs, who shiver and roll themselves into ever tighter balls to try to escape the cold sea water.
Meanwhile, the ponies fight to stay on their feet. Their hooves slide about on the slurry of vomit
and manure that lines the floor of their cramped stalls as the ship pitches and rolls with
increasing violence.Scuttling across the exposed deck, holding on wherever they can, the men
work under showers of sea spray. A number of coal sacks have worked themselves loose. Every
time a wave hits the ship, the heavy sacks charge like battering rams across the deck and knock
free whatever cargo they slam into. Thankfully nobody has yet been hit.‘The captain says he



wants them thrown overboard!’ the bosun shouts to the men.‘Overboard?’‘We’ve only just
loaded them.’‘But we’ve got no way of getting any more, sir!’‘Get to work!’ yells the bosun
through the wind. ‘The ship’s overloaded.’Steely blue water surges over the side. It swirls around
the men’s waists, threatening to drag them overboard along with any cargo that has worked
loose. Working when they can, holding fast when they can’t, the men send 10 tonnes of precious
coal to the bottom of the sea. And with each sack they heave into the waves, they wonder if
they’ll have enough coal left to get back to New Zealand.A howl, a flash of fur. A dog disappears
overboard. Its chain breaks instantly as it is swallowed by a great swell.‘Did you see that?’ The
men stare, horrified, imagining the same happening to them.‘He’s gone, that one,’ the bosun
says, leaning over to check.‘No, he’s not!’ Someone points as the next wave carries the same
dog back onto the deck, sodden and scrambling for cover.‘Captain, we’ve got a problem,’ says
Lieutenant Evans, Scott’s second-in-command. ‘Too much water is coming over the sides. The
deck’s leaking. We’re getting waterlogged below.’Scott scowls into the wind. ‘This is turning into
a nightmare. I want a full report of what’s happening below.’The report from the engine room is
far from good. Lashly, the chief stoker, is neck-deep in sea water. Diving under repeatedly, he
struggles to unblock the bilge pumps; they’re so choked up with oil and engine-room sludge that
they can no longer keep up with the rising water. He’s been at it all day. He continues his frantic
task until the boiler makes the sea water too hot to stay immersed in. Finally, towards midnight,
Lashly abandons all hope of getting the pumps working. He knows sinking is a very real
prospect.A shout rings out. ‘All hands below!’Men run from all corners. Others tumble from their
bunks. Sleep is the last thing on their minds with the storm at its most furious. The men grab
buckets, pots, crates, canvas bags – anything they can use to bail out the ship. If they cannot
control the level of the water, they’ll all be dragged to the depths.The icy wash from the deck
tumbles onto the heads of the men below as they pass the buckets endlessly upward. Deep in
the filthy bilge water, they forget their seasickness and sing shanties to focus their movements.
The hours collapse under the weight of their task. Night passes into day and still they grind away,
the buckets getting heavier and heavier and heavier. Their shoulders burn with the effort; their
arms shake like rubber, but they have no choice. Exhausted is better than dead.Then, slowly, a
change in the tug-of-war – finally man is winning against nature. The water level in the engine
room is showing signs of dropping at last.‘I’ve got an update, sir,’ says Evans, braving the
elements to communicate their first bit of good news to Captain Scott, who has been braced at
the helm for longer than he cares to consider. ‘Lashly’s got the pumps working again!’‘Thank
goodness,’ says Scott. ‘I thought the ship was handling better. With any luck we’ll get under sail
again soon.’When the first light of dawn colours the eastern horizon, Scott makes his way along
the upper deck. After three long days the sea is still mountainously high, but the wind has settled
and there are breaks appearing in the cloud. Like everyone else aboard the Terra Nova, Scott is
utterly spent. Sleep, for so many days an impossibility, now appears a blissfully anticipated
luxury. Just knowing that his berth awaits is enough to keep the captain alert through his final
rounds of the ship, appraising the damage and losses sustained during the storm. Two ponies lie



dead in the stalls. A dog hangs limp and lifeless from its chain. But against all odds, Scott’s men
have won against nature’s foul temper.Back in his cabin, Scott sits in front of his diary, his pen
poised above the page. What impressions will he record of the last few days? As he considers
the seas rising higher than ever, the devastating scene on deck, the fearful situation below in the
engine room, Scott’s thoughts instead turn to his men. He’s never known such a good team.
Officers and ratings – tireless workers every single one. As frightful as it was, Scott knows the
storm has brought them together, encouraging a shared sense of purpose that would normally
take weeks to foster. Exhausted, relieved, the men now know they can rely on each other no
matter how dire their prospects.CHAPTER TWOTitus Oates cradles the pony’s muzzle. ‘You
poor beast,’ he says. ‘Look at your poor swollen legs. You haven’t a clue what’s happening, do
you?’At least the dogs can lie down. They bury their snouts in their long shaggy coats and ignore
the unpleasantness of their surroundings.‘It can’t be much fun spending the whole sea journey
on your feet,’ says Taff, a beefy Welshman who was almost left in New Zealand after a drunken
stumble off the gangplank into the water.The pony’s head bobs as if in agreement. In truth it’s the
rhythm of the waves that moves the animal’s head up and down, hour after hour, day after
day.Oates hasn’t left the ponies once during the three-day storm. He can’t interest them in eating
or drinking. As miserable as they look now, Oates knows they’ll look even more weak and forlorn
before they make it to firm land. He knows about horses. He’s a cavalry man, a war hero who
earned himself the nickname ‘No Surrender Oates’. As much as he loves horses, Oates is less
than impressed by the ponies that have been selected for this important expedition. He’s told the
captain as much.‘They are the greatest lot of crocks I have ever seen,’ he grumbled to Scott on
first seeing them in Port Chalmers. ‘The whole lot of them are totally unfit for any kind of
work.’Scott has wondered a few times if it was a mistake to accept the thousand-pound donation
Oates paid to join the expedition. While he’s already proved himself to be a hardworking,
dependable sort during the storm, Oates certainly doesn’t hold back with his comments – and
he hasn’t stopped complaining about Meares and his choice of ponies.Poor old Cecil Meares.
As the member of the expedition in charge of the dogs, he had no clue about ponies. Scott’s
advice was to buy only white ones, based on the fact that the majority of the Manchurian ponies
that died during Ernest Shackleton’s Antarctic expedition were dark in colour. It may not be
scientific but it’s worth noting. Consequently the ponies Meares has purchased are a sorry
bunch of nags, most of them better suited for boiling down for glue than hauling vital provisions
to the South Pole.The men, by contrast, are a cheery bunch, singing all day long, joking and
roughhousing with each other on deck as the Terra Nova continues her journey southward. Scott
is pleased with the interesting collection of individuals he’s pulled together for the expedition.
Navy men, scientists, doctors, engineers, a ski instructor, a cook, a photographer, a couple of
Russian dog handlers and one rather wealthy paying customer with extremely bad eyesight and
no training in anything other than history. With little existing expertise, Apsley Cherry-Garrard
has been appointed assistant zoologist. He may be as blind as a bat but hopefully he’ll be a
quick learner.With the storm behind them and the first icebergs looming on the horizon, Dr



Wilson, the expedition’s chief scientist, is delighted to have something other than endless sea to
train his binoculars on. The men are all very fond of Dr Wilson and call him Uncle Bill. They know
he’s endlessly curious and point out any sight they think might hold interest for him.‘Thar she
blows, Uncle Bill!’ calls the lookout atop the mast.Wilson puts down his binoculars. Just ahead,
the blue-grey back of a whale breaks through the ocean’s surface and shoots a spray of water
from its blowhole. A week into their journey and sightings of the massive creatures have become
almost commonplace.‘Never get sick of seeing that, do you, Uncle Bill?’ says Lieutenant
Bowers. ‘Though it’s a shame to be at such a distance. I’d like to get up closer.’‘Oh no, Bowers,’
the scientist laughs. ‘Any closer and you’ll be covered head to toe in sickening fishy foulness
every time one of them blows.’ He wrinkles his nose. ‘Believe me, not at all pleasant.’‘Speaking
of unpleasant,’ says Bowers. ‘Have you heard about the leak in the men’s sleeping quarters?’‘Oh
dear. Is it serious?’‘Well, it’s seriously smelly,’ says Bowers, who’s known as ‘Birdie’ on account
of his small stature and beaky nose. ‘It’s a leak from the pony stalls. A sloppy mix of pony waste.
The worse kind. It’s been dripping through the decking and into the men’s hammocks.’‘Good
grief,’ says Wilson. ‘Does the captain know?’‘They don’t want to bother the captain,’ says
Bowers. ‘They’ve fixed it themselves. Rigged up a system of oilskins and canvas to deal with the
worst of it. Drips off harmlessly to the side. The bedding stays dry, even if the air smells like a
filthy stable.’‘Being waterlogged is miserable enough. But at least sea water doesn’t smell rank,’
says Dr Wilson. ‘I’ll never complain about going to bed in damp clothing ever again.’This is the
second time Wilson has made the journey to Antarctica. The first time was with Scott on his
Discovery expedition in 1902. Having spent two whole winters there after their ship, the
Discovery, became icebound, Wilson never thought he’d be so excited to be returning. It’s a first
for Birdie Bowers, though, and he’s eager to prove himself a valuable addition to Scott’s team.In
total, sixty-five men have set sail from New Zealand aboard the Terra Nova. Only thirty-three will
stay with Scott to winter over on the ice before a smaller group will attempt to reach the pole in
November, at the very beginning of the summer.Once the supplies are unloaded from the Terra
Nova, the ship will need to set off quickly to avoid becoming frozen in the pack ice. It would be
bad enough to be stuck for a year without enough food for sixty-five men, but the prospect of the
ship being crushed and sinking is even worse. With no way to communicate their situation to the
outside world, the men would be stranded in Antarctica, with rescue a long time
coming.CHAPTER THREEIt’s midnight. The sun dips briefly below the field of view. A rosy half-
light makes the icebergs glow a faded green. An hour later the sun swells over the horizon and
resumes its journey across the sky. Such is the southern summer night.The Terra Nova steams
on among the loose sheets of sea ice, picking a trail through the narrow ‘leads’ that allow the
ship to pass without too much trouble. But it is still early summer and conditions are too good to
last. After a few days it becomes impossible for the ship to keep a straight course. The thin
sheets of ice are now forming into a more solid mass – they’ve hit the pack.‘There’s been a fair
bit of zigzagging lately, Captain,’ says Ponting. ‘Anyone would think we’d decided against
heading south.’‘We must find ice that is still weak enough for the ship to push through. If we can’t



push the floes aside, we must go round them.’‘And what if there is no way forward at all?’ asks
Ponting.Scott senses the photographer’s unease, recognises the anxiety of a newcomer. He had
similar misgivings the first time he ventured into sea ice. ‘Don’t worry Ponting. Give it a few hours
and a small lead will mysteriously open up for us. We just need patience. Wind, sea currents,
pressure from other ice – they all lend us a hand.’The sea ice rises and falls on the ocean swell
like a living, breathing thing. Some is young and slushy, little more than frozen foam. The older
ice, already several seasons on the sea, has never floated far enough north to fully melt. It is
thick and hard and sits on the water with all the permanence of giant flat islands. Every now and
then huge pressure ridges rise up where two islands have forced themselves together in a
violent, slow-motion embrace.Ponting is hard at work taking photos of these craggy ice castles.
Everywhere he looks he sees wonderful colours and visual effects. But capturing them on his
black-and-white film is a tricky business. He’ll need a lot more practice to get the most out of his
photographic equipment in an environment so awash with light.The voyage south turns into a
waiting game. For hours the ship remains wedged in, without an obvious route forward.
Sometimes the hours turn into days. While they wait, some of the crew help the scientific team.
They check the depth of the ocean by lowering a weight on a line until it hits the bottom. Others
monitor water temperature or draw samples from the sea floor. All of it is new information.When
the ice appears thick enough, some venture over the side of the ship to get a spot of exercise.
Oates and Bowers follow the Norwegian ski master, Gran, across the ice on skis to investigate
what looks like an island on the horizon. It turns out to be nothing but a colossal iceberg, but at
least they’ve started on their much-needed skiing lessons.The ice offers the crew a wonderful
supply of fresh water. The Welshman, Taff, is off ship, sawing away. Broad shouldered, he has
little trouble heaving the solid blocks up and onto a wooden platform to be winched aboard.The
sea ice also delivers a new source of food. The basking crabeater seals stare up at the ship with
their round, beetle-black eyes. Blinking, interested, they’re not at all scared of the looming bulk of
the Terra Nova or the men massed by the railings. Neither are they scared of the rifle that one
man has raised to his shoulder.‘Livers for supper tonight, chaps,’ beams the cook. ‘They might
be a touch fishier than what you’re used to at home, but I can guarantee they’ll be entirely
delicious.’When it’s clear that the ship is resolutely stuck, Captain Scott gives the order to put out
the engine fires. Silence settles on the Terra Nova.The sun is beating down. The glare from the
pack ice is blinding. Everyone is now wearing goggles. Gran has taken more of the men off the
ship for skiing lessons. It’s completely new for most of them and they laugh at the strange gliding
sensation. A few, including Scott, practise pulling each other along on skis to see how they’ll
manage hauling sledges.‘You’re looking good, sir,’ says Gran in his singsong Scandinavian
accent.‘It feels great to get some decent exercise,’ says Scott, a little short of breath. ‘And by the
looks of it, we’re not the only ones to benefit from stretching our legs.’Meares organises a sledge
to be lowered over the side. He harnesses up fourteen of the fattest dogs to pull it and is now
running wide rings around the ship, whooping loudly with delight. Puffing and panting, the dogs
are clearly enjoying their first physical workout after weeks of lying around, snapping at each



other.‘All right for some,’ says Oates, leaning on the ship’s railing. ‘What those wretched ponies
wouldn’t do for a little frolic on the ice.’‘And I’d like to try out my motor sledges, for what it’s worth,’
says Lashly. The chief stoker is a no-nonsense sort who likes to be busy. Lazing around doing
very little is not his style. He wrinkles his nose at the smoke drifting his way from Oates’s pipe
and waves it away. ‘For all the money those motor sledges cost Captain Scott, it would be good
to actually see if they work.’Days stretch into nights. Without darkness to mark the passing of
time, the men feel slightly detached from reality. Stuck tight, the Terra Nova has no option but to
drift north with the ice. It’s not a good feeling to be heading back in the direction they’ve come
from, but everyone is hopeful a lead will eventually open up and they can recommence their
southern journey.They’ve been ten days in the pack, five of them utterly stalled. At his desk,
Scott unscrews his fountain pen and begins the messy job of filling it with ink. He marks Monday
19 December in his diary. Just what they needed, a couple of good days under their belt with
some definite forward progress. They managed to set sail on the foremast and push slowly
through the lighter floes for several hours at a time. Even so, Scott remains cautious.Sure
enough, the following day their advance is halted again.‘What an exasperating game this is,
Evans!’ says Scott to his second-in-command as they survey the solid white mass before them.
‘It’s impossible to tell what’s going to happen. One moment everything looks great, next minute
we’re stuck fast.’Evans agrees. He knows the delays are weighing heavy on their leader and on
the morale of the men. They still have an awfully long way to go. Once they reach Antarctica, the
unloading could take a good few weeks. They won’t be able to see the Terra Nova safely off
again until they’ve assembled their camp – the men’s sleeping quarters, a communal space,
rudimentary laboratories, a sanitation block, as well as some shelter for the ponies and dogs.
But if the Terra Nova doesn’t get away safely to open water . . . what then?Scott rubs his temples.
He hadn’t bargained on the Terra Nova becoming wedged in the ice floes on the voyage down. It
hadn’t been like this on his first voyage south. Then again, the Discovery had left later in the
summer season, when more of the sea ice had melted.Being forced to drift for weeks away from
the destination could endanger the whole expedition before it even begins. Another concern is
the condition of the animals – the wretched ponies, forced to stand in their stalls for weeks with
no meaningful exercise. They’re getting visibly weaker as each day passes. This morning one
collapsed in its stall the very moment Scott was passing by. Oates and a few others had
struggled to get the creature back on its feet. For once Oates had held his tongue. No words
were necessary. Scott had known from the look on his face exactly what the cavalry man was
thinking.CHAPTER FOURDr Wilson is out on the ice. He’s singing. And he has an audience. Not
only the crowd of men lounging about on the deck of the Terra Nova, but also a large gathering
of Adélie penguins. The louder he sings, the closer they come. Waddling over towards Uncle Bill,
the curious birds appear like a legion of tiny tenors in black-and-white tuxedos, ready to join
in.‘God save our gracious King . . .’ drones Meares from the railing with a grin. A few of the dogs
start to howl. Terrified, the penguins scurry for the nearest patch of open water.Wilson scowls up
at the laughing crew. ‘I really wish you hadn’t done that, Meares. It’ll take me another hour to



tempt them back. I was rather hoping to catch one of them as a specimen.’‘I wonder,’ whispers
Clissold to Lashly. ‘A penguin breast entrée just might be a festive addition to the Christmas
table.’Lashly looks horrified. He knows Clissold is probably not joking.Icebergs come and go.
Locked in the ice much like the Terra Nova, the bergs must go wherever the sea current takes
them. Scott paces up and down, appraising the situation whenever a berg looms too close to the
vessel.‘They’re beautiful square things, are they not?’ says Ponting, adjusting his camera tripod
to capture the full majesty of the ice wall slowly approaching on the starboard side. ‘And
massive. Some are literally as tall as a building.’‘Indeed,’ Scott says. ‘You don’t want to be caught
between one of these beauties and an immoveable floe.’To be slowly crushed in an icy vice is
but one hazard. Scott doesn’t care to mention his other concern – that the side of one of these
giants could sheer off at any moment, smashing a hole in the hull and killing anyone unlucky
enough to be under its tremendous weight.‘Vigilance, men,’ Scott reminds the crew. ‘Remember
it will take us a good two hours to get the coal fires up to temperature and producing enough
steam to get us moving out of harm’s way –so keep your wits about you. You especially, Birdie.
Keep your eyes peeled for any possible danger.’‘Right you are, Captain.’
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robin, “Excellent account of Scott in the antarctic. Very well written in a readable and interesting
account of Scott.  I could not put it down till the last page. I would certainly recommend this book.”

Mr. S Bailey, “Accurate and creative. The facts are all accurate and brought to life by imaginary
dialogue, ideal for younger readers.”

Butterfly, “A thorough work on what Scott and his men would have faced on their trip to the
Antarctic.. Good geographical information on the landscape.I wold have liked some better maps.”

NC, “A great read. A great telling of the tragic tale of Scott's attempt to reach the South Pole. The
book is engaging, to the point that I felt I was there with the men; it drew me in to the story, and I
couldn't put it down until I reached the end.”
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